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ABSTRACT

1

With the rise of big data, there has been an increasing
need for practitioners in this space and an increasing
opportunity for researchers to understand their workflows
and design new tools to improve it. Data science is often
described as data-driven, comprising unambiguous data and
proceeding through regularized steps of analysis. However,
this view focuses more on abstract processes, pipelines, and
workflows, and less on how data science workers engage
with the data. In this paper, we build on the work of other
CSCW and HCI researchers in describing the ways that
scientists, scholars, engineers, and others work with their
data, through analyses of interviews with 21 data science
professionals. We set five approaches to data along a
dimension of interventions: Data as given; as captured; as
curated; as designed; and as created. Data science workers
develop an intuitive sense of their data and processes, and
actively shape their data. We propose new ways to apply
these interventions analytically, to make sense of the
complex activities around data practices.

Data science is often described as a rational “data-driven”
process of “discovery” that reveals the underlying nature of
a domain (e.g., [44], [47], [48], [53], [76], [91], [92]). A 2015
keynote address at an ACM conference asserted that,
“Increasingly it is data, vast amounts of data, that drives
scientific discovery” [27] and, two years later, a second
keynote stated that “The value of data explodes when it is
integrated” [65]. Similar claims about data science appear in
editorials of journals:
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INTRODUCTION

the computer becomes an active question asking machine
as opposed to a pure analytic servant. By initiating
interesting questions and refining them without active
human intervention, it becomes capable of creating new
knowledge and making discoveries on its own… [2]

The theme of autonomous data science technology, also
appears in scholarly papers: “[W]e develop the Data
Science Machine, which is able to derive predictive models
from raw data automatically” [59]. While some of these
claims are stated for the future [24], Agarwal and Dhar
editorialize that “This is powerful… we are in principle
already there” [2]
There do not appear to be any humans in this view of
data science. Computations occur “automatically” and
“without active human intervention.” The computer
“becomes capable of creating new knowledge… on its own.”
And yet, as Yang et al. have shown, “crafting these
solutions generally requires knowledge that is possessed by
only a few” [98], [99]. Shah et al. observe tartly, “Good data
won’t guarantee good decisions” [86]. Scholars in the
earlier tradition of Science and Technology Studies (STS)
have questioned claims of objectivity in data [8], [37], [51],
[79], [82]. In this paper, we join other HCI and CSCW
researchers [28], [71], [73] in applying those STS lessons to
data science, and in re-centering an account of data science
on the humans who do the work.
As we will show, human expertise intervenes between
the raw data and the analysis, crucially shaping the data,
the choice of analysis, and in some cases the truth claims
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associated with the analysis. We propose a classification of
those human interventions, and we associate them with
two interrelated HCI literatures.
In this paper, we provide a background to our project,
emphasizing the people who do the work, the work itself,
and a pair of theoretical frames that we used as part of the
grounded theory method of sensitizing concepts, to focus
our attention while coding data. We then describe our
ground theory approach, followed by our investigation of
how data science workers interact with their data through
20 in-depth interviews. We conclude with implications for
design and for organizations, and proposals for future
research.
2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Data Science Workers
If we talk about data science as a human activity, then of
course we must talk about the people who do the work.
There is little agreement about the role of “the data
scientist” in terms of personal attributes, necessary skills,
or work outcomes [17]. The Kaggle organization conducted
a survey of 16,716 people who work in data science,
enumerating 15 distinct job titles [41], [42], [47]. For the
63% of respondents who answered this question, “Data
scientist” was the modal answer at 15%, followed by
“Engineer” (14%), “Researcher” (10%), “Data analyst” (7%),
and “Business analyst” (5%) (each of the remaining
categories accounted for less than 5% of the sample,
respectively).
There is a growing blog discussion about differences
among some of these roles (e.g., [4], [57]). Miller discussed
future needs for data scientists, and recommended to
consider “other big data jobs [such as] information
strategists, information system professionals, and data
governance and ethics professionals” [66]. Kim et al.
reported on 16 interviews of people in data science
activities [53]: Out of eight distinct workplace roles, “Data
scientist” accounted for only 33% of the sample, followed by
“Director” and “Program Manager.” We conclude that many
people are doing the work of data science, across multiple
job categories and titles, and that this diversity is likely to
increase over time [14], [69]. Data scientists use diverse
tools, ranging from simple programming languages through
shared notebooks through graphical canvases for laying out
a data pipeline [42], [47], and apply diverse skills from datawrangling through modeling to visualization [42], [92]. On
that basis, we have expanded our overall role-description
from “data scientist” to “data science worker.”
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2.2 Data Practices in Data Science
In one perspective, data science work is a subset of larger
concerns around “big data” as a reciprocal or interactional
partner in shaping and being shaped in assemblages with
humans, methods, and tools [87]. Scholars in STS have
developed rigorous and urgent critiques of the semantics
and politics of big data in society [8], [37], [82], and have
made powerful arguments to problematize ways in which
algorithmic practices fade into invisible infrastructures
[51], [79].
By contrast, this paper focuses on data and data
practices in data science endeavors. We are concerned
with local applications of data science methods to
proximate research questions (e.g., [7]). We contribute to
opening the “[opaque] box” through which the dynamic
human shaping of data [74] tends to erase the data’s
“epistemic charge” to become part of future, largely
invisible infrastructures [79], [82]. We adapt Ruppert’s
proposed strategy for social science engagement with big
data experts [81], and we begin a first update of that
strategy to engage with data science workers.
For both practical and theoretical reasons, it is
important to understand how data science workers engage
with their data. In practical terms, data cleaning – or more
broadly, data wrangling [39], [49], [78], [88] - has been
described as requiring up to 80% of the time and effort in a
data science project [36], [49], [78]. “Dirty data” was the
most commonly-reported challenge in the Kaggle survey
[41]. As Sutton et al. note, large datasets often present
multiple problems, leading to “death by a thousand
wranglings” [88]. Martin reports that data science workers
tend to spend less time doing analyses, and more time
preparing their data: “Weeks or months is a realistic time
frame. Hours is not.” [62]. Engaging with data takes a lot
of time and effort.
Researchers in HCI and CSCW have developed
intriguing theoretical insights into how data science
workers approach their data. Passi and Jackson described
an on-going tension over the use of algorithmic rules [71].
They propose that data science students can learn to
practice a kind of data vision that treats rules more as
guidance (“rules-based”) than as formal constraint (“rulesbound”):
Effective algorithmic analysis… demands mastery of the
ways that worlds and tools are put together, and which
worlds and tools are so combined (across the wide range
of methods, tools, and objects amenable to
representation). Taken together, these two seemingly
contradictory features constitute what we call data vision:
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the ability to organize and manipulate the world with data
and algorithms, while simultaneously mastering forms of
discretion around why, how, and when to apply and
improvise around established methods and tools in the
wake of empirical diversity.

[31]. While we agree with these analyses, we take up only a
part of their aggregate lesson in this paper: namely, the
ways that people shape the data that they subsequently
analyze.

Their work provides insights into how humans work
within supposedly determinate algorithmic systems, and
how humans take responsibility to make their own
meaning that is informed by algorithms, but not governed by
those algorithms. In this paper, we begin a more extended
view of human formative work practices in data science.

2.2.3 Curation of Data
Mentis et al. described the use of visual evidence in
medicine as a matter of “crafting the image” – i.e., selecting
aspects of the data so that it contains those attributes that
will be useful to the people who will view it [64]. Taylor
and colleagues showed how a local community actively
curated physical and digital data about its locality, and
“enacted a multiplicity of ‘small worlds.’” [89].

2.2.1 Discovery of Data
Several scholars have questioned the nature of “data” in the
specific practices of data science and related endeavors.
Working in the hybrid space of French and English
literatures, Bilis contrasted two views of the analyst’s
relationship with data [10]. In one view, the analyst takes a
relatively passive stance, and receives data as “given” by the
environment (“donné”). The analyst may take responsibility
for finding an appropriate dataset, but that history is
quickly forgotten. As a result, the assumption becomes that
the dataset itself is complete and objective.
2.2.2 Capture of Data
Bilis contrasted this view with a more active activity in
which the analyst captures data (“capta”). In this second
view, the analyst takes a more determinate role, choosing
which data to capture, arranging how to capture the data,
and deciding when the data are complete. The analyst is
thus accountable for her or his choices. (See Charmaz’s
constructivist grounded theory method for a comparable
argument about accountability in social science [16].)
Pine and Liboiron offer a related but more explicitly
organizational account of big data practices [73] (emphases
in the source text):
Though often described as ‘raw,’ this data is produced by
techniques of measurement that are imbued with
judgments and values that dictate what is counted and what
is not, what is considered the best unit of measurement, and
how different things are grouped together and “made” into
a measurable entity... [H]uman-computer interactions start
before the data reaches the computer because various
measurement interfaces are the invisible premise of data
and databases.

Pine and Liboiron were particularly concerned with
political assumptions and motivations that may shape the
ways that data are captured (e.g., [10]), labeled, and stored.
Scholars in the Value Sensitive Design tradition have
studied older cases in which the design of a system
influenced the kind of data that could be represented, and
the reality that was consequently asserted by that system
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These acts of curation extend Bilis’s concept of capture
into an even more active and more principled organization
of the data for a particular user or usage. In addition to the
human users implied by Mentis and by Taylor, Kandel et al.
wrote about making data “palatable to databases, statistics
packages, and visualization tools” [49].
2.2.4 Design of Data
Feinberg et al. have extended this problematization of data
practices [28], [29], [30]. In contrast with the conventional
sense of data that Bilis described as “given” by the
environment or more actively “captured” from the
environment [10], Feinberg and colleagues describe data as
designed [28]. The actions of designing data may be
necessary in order to make the data tractable or analyzable.
Kiss and Szirányi note that “data sets used for cyber-security
research are most commonly handcrafted” [55]. In a trivial
sense, we do this whenever we deal with missing data (e.g.,
through imputation or elimination), and we do this again
when we consider how to use (or not use) outliers and
other anomalous values. In the necessary practices of
dealing with missing or anomalous values, we engage in
active curation of our data.
Patel et al. showed that data science workers engage in
creating features as inputs to formal modeling software
[72], in contrast to the more conventional, “given” data
concept [10] or of extracted features [48], [85]. In a
particularly strong example, Kiss and Szirányi recommend
the construction of “synthetic data” for certain problems
that require large, difficult-to-acquire datasets [55]. In all of
these research programs, data appear to be more produced
than discovered or revealed. We emphasize that these acts
of production are not cause for scandal, but are reported as
necessary professional practice.
Feinberg and colleagues considered both simple, unitary
datasets, and also more complex, integrated or combined
datasets [28]. While “[t]he value of data explodes when it is
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integrated” [65], Feinberg et al. show that data science
workers engage in complex translation practices during the
integration of datasets [30]. One consequence of integration
is the tendency to exclude non-conformant data [29]. The
integrated dataset may thus amplify the types of elisions
and transformations that concerned Bilis, Pine and
Liboiron, and Taylor et al., and that we described above as a
matter of curation.

B. Glaser’s coding families in ground theory [34]) in our
analysis:

2.2.5 Summary and a Look Forward
We have described four types of human interventions in
relation to data: discovery, capture, curation, and design.
Later in the paper, we will introduce a fifth type – namely,
creation. As we move across these interventions, we move
away from a naïve view of “raw” data (as critiqued by [32],
[70]), and further into data as a human-influenced entity.
Indeed, even the “discovery” of data [10] carries an
implication of human agency: If data are discovered, then
someone must be doing the discovering. These degrees of
relationship become important when we consider where
human interpretation enters into data science work
practices, and hence data science processes. We will
develop an analytic dimension of data interventions, and
we will propose further research to test that dimension.

3. Patterns. Experts see large meaningful patterns in their
domain [19]. Posner described this phenomenon in terms
of coding and chunking smaller concepts into larger ideas
[75]. In a study of how people interpret annotations,
Hong and colleagues described a search for useful
representations [45]. Lesgold et al. made a similar
observation, but in a more instrumental way: Experts
look for a schema that can “control” their work – i.e., that
can provide rules or procedures, and then specify how
the work is to be carried out [58].

2.3 Skilled Work
Data science is generally considered to be a form of skilled
work (e.g., [40]). We therefore look to the literature on
expertise and skilled work for perspectives that can inform
our analysis of the skilled work of data science. When a
data science worker confronts a new project, they have to
engage in sensemaking to understand what the project is,
and what it requires. Russell et al. [83] characterized
sensemaking as
Sensemaking can be a core professional task in itself, as it is
for researchers, designers, or intelligence analysts... It arises
when new problems, opportunities, or tasks present themselves, or when old ones resurface. It involves finding the
important structure in a seemingly unstructured situation...

In this section, we briefly review two lenses for
considering skilled sensemaking in data science.
2.3.1 Expertise
Data science involves data, concepts, and methods, and thus
requires expertise. Three decades ago, Chi et al. published
an influential account of expertise in diverse human
activities, which has been recently re-issued [19]. In their
integrative overview, she and R. Glaser summarized seven
attributes of expertise and experts [35]. Four of those
attributes may serve as sensitizing concepts (i.e., similar to
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1. Domain-specificity. Experts excel mainly in their own
domains [19]. Expertise occurs at the intersection of
expert and topic.
2. Time. Experts spend a great deal of time analyzing a
problem qualitatively [19].

4. Representation. Experts represent problems in their
domain in a more principled way ([19]; see also [45], [52],
[58], [83]).
2.3.2 Craft
It seems obvious to say that data science involves skilled
interaction with data. But in what ways? Pine and Leboiron
showed evidence for a series of decisions that constrain
how data are “’made’ into a measurable entity” [73], which
is then available to be discovered or captured (donné or
capta, per [10]). As mentioned above, Feinberg and
colleagues wrote about the “design” of data in data science
[28]. Kiss and Szirányi referred to the “handcrafted” nature
of data in cybersecurity research [55].
If data may be designed in these multiple ways, then we
might find insights into data science practices from
craftwork practices. Within HCI and CSCW, craft has been
studied with several emphases. Raman and Hellerstein
invoked craft as a guiding metaphor in Potter’s Wheel, a
tool for cleaning data [77]. Wiberg describes HCI design as
borrowing concepts of materiality from craftwork [96].
Lingel found commonalities across craft and development
related to Internet of Things, highlighting the materiality of
media, embodied skills, flow of work, and collaboration
[59]. Rosner et al. also focused on themes of materiality,
finding commonalities in domains of software development
and the craft of ceramics [80].
Schön characterized design as a conversation with
design materials [84], “to discover a framework of
meaning… through practical operations in the situation”
[94]. Craft has been characterized in similar terms [97].
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This generative insight has led to multiple research
programs in CSCW and HCI, in which the “design
materials” are now commonly understood to include
digital components [19], [22], [38], [90].
From this literature, the following four aspects may
serve as sensitizing concepts for our analysis:
1. Conversation with materials.
Through
the
conversation with materials, there is often a sense of
intimacy with materials and media [18], [59], [80], [97].
2. Control. Craft-workers labor at an intersection of
control and unpredictability [80], [97].
3. Tools and methods. Tools are important to craftworkers [18], [60], [80]. Correspondingly, the work
practice or method for using tools may be distinct from
the tool itself [59], [60], [80], [97].
4. Appropriation. Craft-workers make creative use of their
tools (similarly to [71]), appropriating them for new
purposes, and boot-strapping intermediate tools in order
to prepare a task-required tool ([60]; see also [15], [23]).
3 METHOD OF INQUIRY AND ANALYSIS
Data science projects can take a long time to accomplish. As
we noted above, the operation of data cleaning can take
“months” [62]. Sometimes data science workers have to try
different approaches – including (in this paper) as many as
three substantively different types of data – before they
have sufficient data of sufficient quality. We wanted to
become aware of those kinds of strategic reconsiderations.
We therefore chose retrospective open-ended interviews as
our data-collection method.
We conducted 20 interviews with 21 data science
workers in IBM, a large international company (two people
from the same project asked to be interviewed together, I20a and I-20b). Informants were invited based on
convenience and snowball sampling. Most of the
informants were remote from us, working in both formallychartered research divisions and also informal research
groups within consulting divisions. 24% of informants were
women, which compares favorably with recent estimates of
15% women in tenure-track faculty in computing [95], 20%
women in data science positions worldwide [54], and 17%
women in the Kaggle survey [47]. We did not inquire about
gender identity. While IBM supports diverse gender
identities, those data are considered sensitive personal
information, because of differing and sometimes severe
legal risk factors in some of the countries in which IBM’s
employees work.
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Table 1. Informants
Informant
I-01

Sex

Role

Domain

M

Education

I-02
I-03
I-04
I-05
I-06
I-07
I-08
I-09
I-10
I-11
I-12
I-13
I-14

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F

I-15
I-16
I-17

M
M
F

I-18

M

I-19

M

I-20a
I-20b

F
F

AI-novice software
engineer
Team lead
Lead data scientist
Model builder
Applied AI researcher
Model builder
Applied AI researcher
Applied AI researcher
Applied AI researcher
Lead data scientist
Model builder
Model builder
Domain expert
AI-novice software
engineer
Applied AI researcher
Model builder
AI-adept software
engineer
Senior researcher /
junior modeler
Theoretical AI
researcher
Applied AI researcher
Applied AI researcher

Business analytics
Sales
Transportation
Education
Healthcare
Information technology
Chatbot
Information technology
Business analytics
Healthcare
Image classification
Speech
Education
Retail
Natural resources
Natural resources
Text classification
(not domain specific)
Chatbot
Chatbot

Informants worked in local or remote locations on
several continents, on diverse projects, including seismic
applications, large-scale transit applications with streaming
data, medical imaging, remote monitoring of virtual
machines, and text analytics. Interviews were semistructured, with interviewers guiding the conversation to
cover principal topics of workplace role, type of project,
team configuration, and major challenges. In general, we
asked interviewees to discuss a completed project
retrospectively, so that they could draw conclusions about
their work that might not have been possible when they
were only partway through their projects (see also [97]).
Table 1 summarizes information about the informants
and their projects. Data science workers at IBM worked on
diverse problems that involved variations on prediction,
classification, and reinforcement learning. As we will see,
those diverse projects led to some common work practices,
and some very diverse and project-specific work practices.
3.1 Grounded theory method
To understand the rich and complex topics of the
interviews, we used a form of constructivist grounded
theory method [16], adapted for use in HCI [68]. In general,
grounded theory methods begin with data, and apply
rigorous qualitative analysis principles such constant
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comparison, theoretical sampling, and abductive logic
([16], [21], [68]). The goal is to build an understanding of
the themes and concepts in the data through open
(descriptive) codes, and then to combine those low-level
concepts into more powerful configurations of codes called
axial codes that represent multi-class categories (similar to
an un-ordered list) or dimensions (ordered lists). More
theoretically powerful, higher-level codes can be
constructed from the axial codes. These are sometimes
called selective codes [21], and they indicate deliberate
interpretive choices by the analyst(s) [16], [68].
Interviews were scheduled for 60 minutes, and then
were audio recorded and transcribed, for a total of 500
pages (range 17-43) and 183,244 words (range 6,321-11,992).
During analytic iterations, we extracted what became 357
passages (mostly single sentences), and applied open coding
and axial coding among those passages [21], [68]. All
coding was done by one researcher, relying on frequent
discussions with other researchers. We returned to the
passages, and to the inter-views, repeatedly as necessary
(constant comparison), to look for additional evidence and
to test and revise our emer-gent understanding (theoretical
sampling, abductive logic). These iterative analyses led to a
core set of 19 axial codes, which we combined into the 5
selective codes of section 4.
There has been extensive debate about when to consult
the research literature when doing grounded theory
analysis. We briefly summarize here. Glaser [33] took a
strong position against any use of the research literature
until all data were collected and analyzed. More recently,
grounded theory researchers have taken a more pluralistic
view of the use of the research literature [68]. McGhee et al.
[63] and Dunne [26] noted that researchers need to be able
to discern new research questions, and to shape their
questions based on what is already known. We made
selective use of the research literature through the wellestablished practice of sensitizing concepts [12] focusing on
expertise and craft.
3.1.1
Sensitizing concepts
Bowen reviewed the 50-year history of the use of
sensitizing concepts in qualitative research [12]. He
attributes the idea to Blumer, who distinguished between
definitive concepts and sensitizing concepts [11]:
A definitive concept refers precisely to… a clear
definition in terms of attributes or fixed bench marks… A
sensitizing concept… gives the user a general sense of…
guidance in approaching empirical instances.
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point for a qualitative study.” Ribes summarizes related
arguments as, “sensitizing concepts tell the investigator
where to look but not what to see” [79]. Glaser’s own views
evolved, and he came to offer similar advice, eventually
accu-mulating 40 coding families to organize the initial
phases of a grounded investigation [34]. For additional
papers that used sensitizing concepts in HCI and CSCW,
see [9], [56]. As discussed above, we used four sensitizing
concepts from the domain of expertise, and four sensitizing
concepts from HCI/CSCW studies of craft. In our report, we
make reference to those sets of sensitizing concepts in bold
font.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Data Practices: “This is usually the kind of art”
In general, data science workers need data! Twenty of the
21 informants discussed aspects of finding, refining,
combining, pre-processing, and assessing data in 96
segments of our conversations.
4.1.1

Data Acquisition

Finding data for analysis can be easy, or the task may be
challenging. We begin with informants who received their
data easily.
For I-16’s team, the data were sent by a seismology
client who tightly controlled the curation of data and labels
from a third party:
we have this database which was annotated, and which was
acquired by the client… For each retrieved sample we would
check if the sample belonged to the same seismic category as
the query...

I-19 was able to use “just… standard [image-labeling]
datasets… very common in the community… nothing
special…”
For these teams, the data seemed similar to Bilis’s
concept of “given” data (donné, [10]).
Other cases presented a pattern of capturing data
(“capta”, [10]) from multiple sources. In a project to
optimize the routing of shipments, I-15’s team had to align
data from two very different temporal paradigms, and
needed to be ready to perform initial modeling with only
“half of that”:
You need two types of data. You need the historical data to
train all your models… even with a new customer you have
half of that… you also need to setup the real time data that
you're going to be regularly using to update things…

Bowen further explicates that “Social researchers now view
sensitizing concepts as interpretive devices and as a starting
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I-04 faced a similar problem of static vs. dynamic data
while trying to find a dataset that could meet the needs of a
large transit-sensing application:
We were validating and evaluating [based] on historical
data… And so I had to make sure that this is exactly the same
as what is being replicated in a real time system....

For I-04 and I-15, the problem of combining datasets was
also a problem of combining data paradigms, where static
data and dynamic data (e.g., streaming data) had very
different properties, time-courses, storage requirements,
and error-recovery possibilities. To make these
determinations, I-04 and I-15 had to have highly domainspecific know-ledge, as well as the ability to understand
sophisticated re-presentations of the data. These two
explicitly useful data paradigms confronted I-04 and I-15
with the choices of both capturing data [10] and designing
data (e.g., [28], [73]).
4.1.2

Cleaning and Integrating

Once the data have been found, the next step in the
conventional model (e.g., [85]) is the time-consuming
process of cleaning the data. Similarly, to other reports [40],
our informants said that “Dirty data is number one problem”
(I-12) and that “90% of the time, we probably spend on data
massaging and infrastructuring” (I-10). I-02 saw time-based
practical obstacles to acquiring more data: “often getting...
new sets of data that you can test is more time-consuming
than actually testing it…” and that data aggregation
involved a conversation with the data:
[The] most time-consuming aspect is probably just
understanding the data… all the quirks, finding the one
person who’s able to explain the data… it goes exponentially
more difficult as soon as you have several data sources that
need to be combined.

Similarly, as experts, informants described a timecourse of learning about the peculiarities of their data,
while searching for patterns in the data. I-13’s core task
was “collecting coughs” as part of a project to diagnose
disease through analysis of auditory signals. He said,
it was pretty easy to get… someone who was coughing a lot to
be willing to cough while a phone was recording them. It was
a little harder to get the metadata that we thought would help
us classify these coughs... age, history of smoking…

The real world of over-stretched medical services
presented additional challenges – especially for a team that
extended across continents. Analysts had to be vigilant
against conceptual contradictions, designing their data [28]
for consistency:
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And so you get a report back from the data… that they were a
smoker but they are 18 months old... [D]id something get
checked off wrong?

I-13 repeatedly engaged in a conversation with the
data, based on deepening domain-specific knowledge.
Often, the data were incomplete, and data science
workers had to take action on missing values. I-15 had to
know both data patterns and domains to perform
optimizations for a package-delivery client:
In order to update the cost, we needed to know the item
weights - and actually the dimension of the package… But…
They only had weights for about 50% of the items... we had to
fill in that missing data to support computing shipping costs.

I-08 reported similar difficulties as a general condition of
a type of data, reflecting his domain knowledge and a
conversation with data:
We are trying to do this time series… filling missing value
with the closest values and then we are trying to explain
that… it’s a time series data so there’s gaps in this data...

Sometimes, analysts had to use their familiarity with the
data and ultimately their intuition based on conversations
with the data and patterns in the data. In these cases,
intimate domain knowledge had to substitute for more
formal measures:
I mean, there are some heuristic ways to… determine or…
quantify - but it's going to be very imperfect and expensive to
compute.

I-13 reported similar difficulties which – in this
particular case – involved subtle issues of the perspectives
of other stakeholders:
Obviously, we don’t want to manipulate the data… But we
can’t use data that... we can’t vet... we did have to not use
some of the data and that was frustrating… Looking at the
data in different lenses but knowing what other people were
looking at so we could identify inconsist-encies in someone
else’s treatment of the data...

In general, we see broad support for Feinberg’s
contention that data science workers often need to design
the data over which they compute models ([28] – see also
[73]), aided by informants’ domain knowledge and
extensive and time-consuming conversations with the
data. To detect anomalies and to impute missing values,
informants also needed to exercise strong familiarity with
patterns in their data, and they often had to spend
additional time to insure usable representations.
4.1.3
Engineering Features
In the sequence of the conventional model [85], the step
after cleaning is engineering features. The selection of
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appropriate features involves careful inspection for
patterns and regularities through conversations with the
data, critical conceptual evaluation of potential
representations, and the appropriation of certain data
features in novel combinations.
Several informants worked on projects to manage cloud
computing resources. A major problem was to identify and
close down the virtual machines (VMs) that were no longer
being used. I-07 described conceptual struggles to derive
features based on a deeper domain knowledge and
discernment of patterns while using well-understood tools
that were supposed to be sensitive to human activity:
we just kind of thought… previous work… tended to just focus
on like monitoring rules... [H]ow much CPU does this VM use?
How much memory does this VM use?... [W]e wanted to go a
little bit deeper… [t]he networking traffic, and the number of
user logins… can we derive more meaningful active-versusinactive classifications?

As I-07 continued, he discovered patterns of CPU
activity that were false indicators, through further
conversation with the data. Those patterns appeared to
indicate intentional human usage for specific tasks. Further
investigation led to a very different conclusion:
CPUs… go on [at] random times throughout the day and that
was because different virus scans were running on the virtual
machine… or… updates... And that would hog up CPU time…
this VM might be active… at 2 o’clock in the morning... those
tended to [be] actually inactive VMs that were just running
virus scans and these updates.

A subtler method was needed to detect intentional
usage, through appropriating Linux tools that could be
repurposed to tell which processes were running on each of
the virtual machines, and hence whether a human was the
likely initiator of the processes. In this example, domain
knowledge of the nature of the logged events was crucial
for I-07 to choose a more effective set of factors.
I-14 worked on an educational application for children.
To enrich the somewhat semantically-sparse data, they
augmented each word with related words - i.e., designing
the data, as in [28], [30], [73], for enhanced semantics.
However, this approach ceded control to rigorous but
adult-originated tools and methods that could lead to the
incorporation of age-inappropriate language and concepts.
They wanted to filter-out child-inappropriate words:
we expand those words using concept expansion, and… we
search [each word] in a... story corpus ... a child corpus…. And
if an expanded word is not lying in a child corpus, then the
probability... is very high that it is not... age-appropriate...
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Again, we see that I-14 used representations based on
principled knowledge of the children’s domain, and
applied patterns from an appropriated dataset that had
been repurposed from a different purpose (story-telling). In
this example, we see that feature extraction requires an
interaction of domain knowledge with practices of designof-data [18], [28], [60], [80], [97].
I-11 faced a different challenge, which was medicalimaging data that were too rich to allow for efficient feature
extraction. Based on extensive domain knowledge, I-11
and colleagues had principled representations of their
targets (cancer micro-nodules), but the sheer volume of the
data was defeating their tools and methods and was
impairing their conversations with the data:
when you work with 3-D images, they’re very, very heavy to
process… Running 3D convolutional neural networks
[is]computationally very, very consuming. And also memory
use is also huge… you had to scale down the image, or you
had to get pieces of this image… trying to find bi-dimensional,
and then one-dimensional representations of the volumetric
data…

Later in the interview, I-11 returned to this theme,
highlighting a need for trial-and-error experimentation
(another form of conversation with the data), without a
quantitative set of criteria regarding whether the
representation was fit-to-purpose:
I always have to modify because these models, they’re really
sensitive to the image size… There’s some trial and error…
what you need to observe, is whether the model is converging
or not.

In this work, we can see an intersection of control and
unpredictability, similar to Rosner et al.’s accounts of
breakdown and repair in software and ceramic crafts [80],
and as a repeating theme in the Wilson’s interviews with
craft-makers [97]. I-11 understood that he was engaged in
curating [64], [89] data patterns into appropriately-scaled
representations, which he summarized as:
This is usually the kind of art.
4.1.5
Summary: Data Practices
The fortunate few data science workers receive wellstructured, complete datasets (e.g., Bilis’s “given” data [10]).
Everyone else has to cope with data that require complex
and sometimes inventive work to make those data whole –
or perhaps we should write “whole enough” to support
formal analysis (e.g., Bilis’s “captured” data [10]. Often, data
are not ready for analysis, and must be designed to meet the
requirements of an algorithm [28], [73]. In some cases, data
must be combined or even excluded in a form of curation
[64], [89].
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While data science workers engage with data in these
ways, they apply domain knowledge in diverse activities
that lead to conversations with the data. They look for
patterns and establish representations, leading to
control of the execution of data science activities by tools
and methods. Upon need, they appropriate data or tools
to construct new ways of working.
4.2 Ground Truth Practices: “I am the ground truth”
In the practice of data science, ground truth are a special
type of data. In a predictive analysis, ground truth are
typically the dependent variable(s). As the name implies,
ground truth variables are traditionally considered to be
authoritative and objective. We consider data science
workers’ practices in relation to ground truth in this
separate section. We coded 51 quotations from 18
informants about data science workers’ practices regarding
ground truth.
4.2.1
Ground Truth as “Fact”
Several informants spoke of ground truth as unquestioned
fact. In work to predict crowding in a large metropolitan
transit system, I-04 told us that
All of this model building was done against ground [truth]
surveys.

I-14 worked with colleagues to develop a reliable set of
ground truth labels:
Using annotators, we created a validation set, and using that
validation set we were getting approximately 57% accuracy...

Some projects had the advantage that they received
well-labeled cases from their clients. I-08’s team worked on
natural language processing for a chatbot, with other teams
who were responsible for ground truth:
We are relying on the other team to work with the ground
truth

I-16 worked on characterizing seismic images:
We do have a ground almost truth. So what we have is
interpretations from the experts.

These informants have engaged a more subtle form of
control. By defining ground truth as fact, they are able to
engage tools and methods to take advantage of that
status. Less conversation with data is required in this
view of ground truth,
4.2.2
Ground Truth as Curated Derivation
Data science workers sometimes perceive patterns in their
data, in which they have to balance cost and practicality
against precision of ground truth. I-04’s project was solving
a civic problem of transit crowding in a large city. Survey
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data provided the most direct representations of commuters’ actual experiences. However, there were too many
transit stations, and too few survey personnel, and the
project needed data round the clock. The team engaged in a
series of conversations with different types of data to
find a less labor-intensive measure with better temporal
coverage:
[W]e also worked on video data, which is cameras located at
the train stations that take a continuous feed of the platform
scenario... It was more like manual annotation to understand
how much crowd is there at one point in time...

The team appropriated the CCTV cameras’ signals as
crowd-estimation signals. These were an improvement over
the surveys, but even this approach was not
computationally sustainable. I-04’s team negotiated to read
a stream of anonymized cell-tower signals from mobile
devices.
Now they had 24-hour data. The resulting pattern was
complex, involving the practical ground truth data (mobile
phone signals) as an approximation for the derived ground
truth measure (cameras) which were an approximation of
the original ground truth measure (surveys). I-04 and
colleagues were acutely aware that the initial derivation
lost the subjective data of the surveys, and the second
derivation omitted anyone whose mobile was not actively
communicating with a cell-tower (similar to integration
issues in [25]). In this case, I-04 and colleagues were
curating their ground truth estimates, and they were
making trade-offs of feasibility against validity and
accuracy.
4.2.3
Ground Truth in Context
However, ground truth labels were not always available.
Earlier, we mentioned I-16’s project with seismic data. I-16
went on to say,
this is the kind of ground truth we have.... for seismic… a
process that takes months with a lot of people working
together... sometimes we don’t even have… the final ground
truth. We have people’s opinions.

Like other types of data, ground truth data could also
require some cleaning [28], [30], [73]. For a project
involving users’ texts, I-08 spoke of “grooming” the data to
improve classification:
… we groomed it down because we realized that... some of
them did not have enough classification… we use it to confirm
the match of whatever the person is saying to the concept in
the hierarchy.

This grooming process involved assigning text to
categories. I-08 and colleagues had to apply their domain
knowledge in conjunction with a well-organized hierarch-
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ical representation, to assign ground truth. That representation also presented an opportunity to assign procedural
control to the hierarchical classification scheme.
Even in well-labeled cases, context could be important
for understanding the label (i.e., the ground truth indicator),
requiring an intimate conversation with the data and
with the context of the data, based on domain knowledge.
[18], [60], [75], [97]. I-12 described an application for
tagging the contents of photographs:
Let's say for example your data is already well-labeled... You
have two well-labeled sources.
Then you have to
disambiguate. This data says “war spaceship”, [but] that
[data] says “warship”… A string match... fails, but it means
the same thing, so you have to resolve those kinds of things.

4.2.4
Ground Truth as Improvised
In other cases, our informants had to modify their criteria.
In an education-support project to label photographs that
were taken by children, I-01 told us that the team could not
collect the quantity of photographs that they needed for
stable modeling. They considered how to simulate a
photograph by a child (e.g., [28], [73]), by exploring,
could we measure the motor skills of a child and how they
take a picture and could we make a machine imitate... similar
motor skills. So if your hand shakes this way and I can
measure it with let's say a gyroscope could we imitate that?

However, this approach would not provide the characteristic content or photographic framing that a child might
choose. Could they crowdsource photographs by children?
I realize that we're not going to get a bunch of kids who take
50 images for every [category] unless we go find, you know,
essentially pay people... the crowdsourcing approach.

They realized that crowdsourced data presented
different problems:
Just how do you verify the kids that took the picture?

I-01 summarized the team’s difficulties and breakdowns
[80] as the outcome of a long conversation with the data:
you essentially have to get the data set trained with the data
set. Does the data set work? And then realize no okay, this
data set that I have, it works but it doesn’t work for the
users… Okay how can I generate data that makes it look like
it’s enough data?... then… test it with real users.

For I-01’s team, the data were insufficient, and they tried
several strategies to supplement the data. Their domain
knowledge caused them to doubt that each method would
produce trustworthy ground truth.
4.2.5
Ground Truth as Created
In the preceding accounts, informants discussed their
difficulties with finding reliable labels to represent ground
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truth. Two teams had to create their own labels. For a
question-answering chatbot, the architecture called for a
preliminary categorization of a user’s query, which then
assigned the query to one of a group of specialist service
modules that contained algorithms and representations to
answer questions of that category. Each of these two
assignment operations constituted a type of control that
determined subsequent processing. Regarding the
preliminary categorization step, I-20a explained,
Look at the sentence that says, “How can I change my
contribution?” This could be a very ambiguous sentence –
contributions to what?... it’s actually a grey area in terms of
the (text) classification.

There was no definitive label available for each user
query. I-20a had to label them herself:
When you want to bootstrap your agent, you come up with a
set of examples and a set of labels. [Interviewer question: “So
the ground truth is really what you think up?”] That’s right.
Correct.

I-18 had a similar situation. He was responsible for both
labeling users’ text submissions, and for predicting those
labels on the basis of user attributes. He was predicting his
own labels. He summarized by saying,
I am the ground truth.

In these two cases, researchers had no ground truth. To
perform their classifications, they had to create ground
truth.
4.2.6
Summary: Crafting of Ground Truth
In many cases, there is explicit and reliable ground truth
available for modeling. In these cases, the word “truth”
appears to be a claim of fact (e.g., Bilis’s “given” data [10]).
In additional cases, it is relatively straightforward to resolve
ambiguities through I-08’s “grooming” – a form of
excerpted or captured ground truth data (e.g., Bilis’s “capta”
data [10]), based in domain knowledge. In yet other cases,
there is a clear derivational path of representations
involving a conversation with the data from a primary
form of ground truth, through intermediary, appropriated
designed forms, resulting in a useful measure that has
reasonable surface validity despite the indirect nature of the
data (e.g., [18], [28], [73]).
However, other situations are more problematic,
requiring various forms of improvisation. In the study of
photographs, I-01’s team simply did not have enough data,
and they conversed with the data through various
methods for simulating the data that they needed. Each
method had strengths and weaknesses. I-18 and I-20a spoke
candidly about the need to create the ground truth values
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Discovery
[10]

Captture
[10]

Curation
[64, 89]

• Client-provided
• Public dataset

• Data integration
• Data selection
and substitution

• Data-cleaning
• Converting
meta-data
• Data-aligning

•
•
•
•

Design
[28, 30]

Creation
[this paper]

Imputing missing data
Validating data
Engineering features
Appropriation of
external tools or data

• Simulating data
• Human inspection
of validation data
• Human creation
of ground truth

Expertise
• Domain knowledge
• Time
• Patterns
• Representation
Craft
• Converse with data
• Control/unpredict.
• Tools & methods
• Appropriation

Figure 1. Human interventions in data science work practices.

for their projects. In these cases, the data science workers
had no practical choice other than to write their own labels,
and then to learn or predict the labels that they had written
(e.g., [28], [73]), and finally to document how they had
created their ground truth.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Limitations
The informants in our study worked primarily in research
organizations. The experiences of data science workers in
other departments might be different (e.g., sales, consulting,
human resources). While we interviewed across multiple
locations, our sample was entirely English-capable, and
may have inadvertently excluded some cultures. We
sampled primarily from people who work in data science
roles, and we might have learned about different practices
from domain experts or business-process owners who
engage in data science. Finally, our informants all worked
for IBM, and data science might be done differently in other
companies, universities and colleges, governments, and
non-profits.
5.2 Implications for Data Science Practices
As we reviewed earlier, data wrangling can require much
time and labor [36], [39], [41], [49], [62], [78], [88]. Based
on the reports of [10], [28], [73] and the analysis in this
paper, we propose to rethink aspects of data wrangling as a
dimension of interventions (Figure 1).
In Figure 1, we summarize a monotonic scale of human
intervention with data, from least (“discovery”) to greatest
(“creation”) – i.e., a dimensionalized selective code, in
the language of grounded theory. The simplest case – and
the world implied by the optimistic views of [27], [65] – is
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the discovery of data [10]. Selective capture of data [10] is
a more transformative process, followed by the more
purposive operations of curation of audience-specific
views [64] and micro-worlds [89]. Feinberg and colleagues
describe a more intentional design of the data [28], [30].
Finally, in this paper we have documented the deliberate
creation of data upon need, including the creation of
ground truth data. In general. researchers reported this
human work with data in a transparent manner, in
internal reports and in conference publications. We note
also that all of these transformations take place in the
usually-invisible context of the human-informed
measurement plan [73], [79] that determines what is
considered as “data,” and how those data are measured.
Each of these manipulations may be proper and
necessary. We hope that the intervention view of Figure 1
will help researchers to write more explicitly about the
degree to which they have needed to process and transform
– i.e., to intervene - with their data. As researchers transit
through human-influenced interventions from discovery to
curation to creation, etc., they move farther and farther
from what boyd and Crawford called the “mythology” of
“the aura of truth, objectivity, and accuracy” in large scale
analyses [13]. This mythology is particularly powerful with
regard to ground truth data. It will be important to
problematize this characterization when we inevitably
intervene between “data” and “ground truth.”
Janssen and Kuk called for enhanced algorithmic
transparency in “unravelling the imperceptibility,
material-ity and governmentality of how algorithms work”
(em-phasis in original) [46]. We take a similar interest to
make visible how data work in contemporary data science
[51], [74], [79]. We noted that Bilis’s data discovery [10]
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itself is a form of human intervention - i.e., who is
discovering the data? We join with Kemper and Kolkman
to ask, for whom are the data transparent [51]? We hope
that, if data science workers document their interventions,
then this kind of data provenance may eventually require
less data science literacy [37], and may be made more
“readable” for people with diverse backgrounds and
expertises [81].

5.4 Data Expertise and Data Craft

5.3 Implications for HCI of Data Science

These sets of concepts originated in two distinct strands
of HCI literature. We were surprised to discover that we
tended to use the two sets of concepts in an interleaved
fashion, often coding the report of a data science worker in
the vocabularies of both expertise and craft:

In the preceding section, we advocated to take a more
transparent approach in reporting data transformations in
data science, emphasizing the transit away from raw data.
We propose that these categories may also provide analytic
value in characterizing and extending data wrangling
approaches. Several approaches have explicated wrangling
activities, including a line of development from Potter’s
Wheel [77] to Wrangler [39], [49], and then Trifacta [43],
and a second line of development from Freebase Gridworks
to OpenRefine [93]. Sutton et al. addressed a subset of data
wrangling operations from the perspective of a collection of
diff-like transformations that can reformat a dataset into a
desired format ([88]; for similar propositions, see [39], [43];
for critique, see [74]).
We propose that wrangling operations might be mapped
analytically in relation to the five interventions of Figure 1.
Capture, for example, seems to involve simple filtering and
deleting, while curation might involve a more rule-guided
approach to those steps (but see [71] with regard to rulesbased data science). Design is closer to feature extraction
and feature engineering, which are often accomplished in
wrangling through operations such as clustering and
transforming. A more explicit and perhaps principled
description of wrangling activities may help to keep them
visible, rather than infrastructural [7], [37], [70], [79].
While not using this kind of vocabulary, data science
workers engage in changing their assemblages [87] and
dynamically re-working their information ecologies [6],
[74]. Some aspects of data capture may take place before
the data become visible during data wrangling, and may
thus have become invisible by the time that data science
workers begin to craft their data [51], [55], [64], [73], [79].
Some aspects of curation for specific audiences [61], may
take place after data wrangling is complete – for example
when choosing a model that can be explained to a
particular client. We propose that further investigations
into the relationship of the five interventions of this paper,
with the common activities of data wrangling, may bring
clarity to both of these complex activities.
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To organize our analysis, we used two sets of sensitizing
concepts [11], [12], [34], [79]. The first set of four concepts
was based on the expertise-in-HCI literature [19], [75], and
the second set of four concepts was based on the craft-inHCI literature [18], [55], [59], [60], [77], [80], [96]. This was
an experiment, to explore how well those sets of concepts
could inform our analysis.

 Frequently, we interpreted an informant’s report as
involving a conversation with the data (from the craft
literature), but this was also a form of expertise in the
domain of the work.
 As a second example, we applied the craft concept of
balancing control vs. serendipity, and found that we
could apply the concept of control to the frequent
expertise-based action among data science workers of
identifying a pattern in the data that was suited to a
method or a tool, and then ceding control to that method
or tool.
 The opposite of control in craft is serendipity, and we
repeatedly learned how data science workers encountered unexpected issues in their data and/or domain, how
they applied domain expertise to detect new patterns, and
how they thus transitioned from serendipity to control.
The interventions of Figure 1 imply a very active human
shaping of the analysis, based on the data science workers’
time-consuming conversations of the data, leading to
discernment of patterns, and leading to the application or
appropriation of appropriate methods and tools - supported
by the data science workers’ domain knowledge.
Sometimes the informant had a principled reason to do this,
but other times the informant based their next move on
their sense of the data. Rosner et al. analyzed explicit and
tacit knowledge in the HCI of craft [80], and our emerging
understanding of data science activities is convergent with
their analysis.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the data practices of data
science workers into a series of five increasingly assertive,
creative, and formative interventions between data and
algorithmic analysis. We attempted to show that each such
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action was necessary and appropriate. We proposed a
future research agenda to relate these dimensioned
interventions to other actions in data science, and
particularly to the tools and methods of data wrangling.
Finally, we used concepts from the expertise literature and
the craft literature to make sense of these interventions.
In keeping with [32], Verborgh and De Wilde remarked
[93]:
Data is often dubbed the new gold, as it is of tremendous
value for today's data-driven economy. However, we prefer
to think of data as diamonds. At first they're raw, but
through great skills, they can be polished to become the
shiny assets that are so worthy to us.

We began this paper with the claims of Durrante-Whyte
[27] and Miller [65] which implied a universality and
objectivity of data in data science. We hope that the
dimensioned interventions of Figure 1 can add epistemic
rigor to the work of data wrangling. If humans passively
“discover” data, then perhaps our analytic work really could
reflect a kind of realist account of the data-world, and of
our derivations of that world. To the extent that we have to
intervene actively with our data – to capture or curate or
design or create our data – then our interpretations and
perhaps our intentions enter into the construction of our
data-world, and into the actions that we take on the basis of
that construction. We need to make these interventions,
interpretations, and intentions visible for inspection,
criticism, accountability, and perhaps reconciliation.
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